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The Missing Green Lines

Perception Beliefs and Going Within

he funny thing about perception is how it
creeps up on us before we even realize we
have it.

Clearly I had separated time from space in way that does not
exist. The only way I know how to understand something and to
get to the heart of an issue, is to go within.

I was so sure, in fact I was convinced that I was
seeing the whole picture. After all, had I not been
the one to create the image of The 12 Levels of
Being three years ago? Had I not used it over and
over in all my seminars, brochures, newsletters
and web site? I knew what it looked like.

Going within connects us to our Self. Some call this a Higher
Self, some call it our Soul. Some think of this place simply as
our heart. Through meditation we re-member our Selves.
re-membering is re-connecting to those parts of ourselves that
we have temporarily forgotten.

Or did I?
The image you see above is NOT the image you
see below. Can you spot the difference?
Don’t be too hard on your
self if you can’t. After all, it
took one hawk-eyed, wide
awake student, completing
Levels 9, 10, 11 and 12 to
ask me the question that
stopped me in my tracks.
She asked me, “What is time
connected to?”
Beginning from the lower triangle and moving
up the levels, Level 4 is Time. Infact it is about
Timeliness and Timelessness. Green in colour it
resonates to the musical note F and represents the
heart of our being which is the seat of the soul.
Level 4 leads into Level 5, Space and eventually
connects us to Level 8, Spiritual Service.
To answer her question I held up a large poster to
point out the connection and realised the
shocking truth. I had inadvertently neglected to
draw any green lines.
How did that happen? How had I missed that and
for so many years. How had no-one else ever
noticed it until now?
By discovering I had left out the green lines I
knew my perception around time and space was
being challenged. In fact I was catapulted into
the truth about perception.

Perception is totally subjective and
therefore has the potential to
change at any given moment.

Our perception is limited by how much we have
temporarily forgotten.
Although the very act of meditating may not instantly
reveal the answer it will always direct you to the next step.
I looked up in the encyclopedia space-time.
“Although time and space here on earth appear separate they are
in fact connected. In physics space-time is a model that
combines three-dimensional space and one-dimensional time
into a single construct called the space-time continuum, in
which time plays the role of the 4th dimension.”
My sister, Donna Jacobs Sife, then took me to a spiritual truth I
had forgotten.
She said, “In the Jewish religion there is an existential imperative that we are to remember.
In Hebrew there is no word for history, only a word to remember. So we must remember the experience of standing at Mt.
Sinai and we must remember standing at the Red Sea AND WE
MUST REMEMBER because the implication is that these
events actually transcend time and space and are available in
the here and now for us to experience according to our need or
our Intent. They are eternal events, and we each have the power
and indeed the right to reconnect and draw inspiration from
them. We need simply to call on the energy of Divine liberation,
empowerment, grace and miracle - to remember what is
possible, what is waiting for us.
We are taught that sacred history is our personal history. It did
not happen to other people, but rather we were there at Mt. Sinai.
We crossed the red sea, and we were liberated from slavery in
Egypt. The event of the red sea splitting exists internally. Its
power and its gift goes beyond this concrete world, beyond time
and beyond space.”
Timeliness and Timelessness– Now I understand
Love and Blessings

Sharon

